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THE general question of the nature of the ultimate disintegration products of the radio—aetive elements, as indicated by
the occurrence of certain chemical elements in the radioactive
minerals, has been discussed in an earlier pape1*,* and it was
there pointed out that lead, bismuth and barium might perhaps be included among the possible disintegration products.
As more recent experiments1L have indicated, however, that
actinium is probably an intermediate product between uranium
_ and radium, the number of possible ultimate products has
been correspondingly reduced. In addition to this careful
examinations have been made of specially selected samples of
typical primary uraninites from Branehville, 001111., and Flat
Rock, N . C., and 0f thorianite from Ceylon, which have led
to the conclusion that neither bismuth nor barium can be considered as disintegration products in the main line of descent
from either uranium 0r thorium, at least on the basis of the
present disintegration theory.
The conditions essential for the identiﬁcation of the ﬁnal
disintegration products of uranium from a study Of the composition of the natural minerals which contain this element
would appear to be the following : In unaltered primary minerals 0f the same species, and of different species from the
same locality, that is, in minerals formed at the same time and
therefore of equal ages, a constant proportion must exist
between the amount of each disintegration product and the
*This Journal, xx, 253. 1905.

+Ibid., xxii, 537, 1906.
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amount of the parent substance with which it is associated.
And, in unaltered,p1imary 1ni11e1als from different localities,
the proportion of each disintegrration product with respect to
the paient substance must be greater in those 1nine1als which
are the older and should correspond with the order of the
respective geological ages of the localities in which the minerals have been found. - It also follows that in secondary minerals, namely, in minerals which have been formed by the
subsequent alteration of the original, primary minerals. the
relative amounts of the disintegration products must be less
than in the prilnaiy minerals from the same locality, provided '
however, that the disintegration products can not be considered
as original chemical constituents of the secondary mineral.
It is the purpose of the present paper to show that the
above requirements are practically fulﬁlled by lead and by
helium also in so far as the gaseous nature of the latter ele111e11t will permit of its retention in the minerals. The suggestion that lead was one of the ﬁnal (inactive) disintegration
products of 111a11i11111 was ﬁrst made by the writer in a paper
presented before the New York Section of the Ameiican Chemical Society on February 10, 1905, and published later111 the
Philosophical Magazine.*
The amounts of uranium and lead present in a considerable
number of 111'i11'1a1'y uranium minerals have been calculated
from the published analyses of these minerals. The number
of such analyses to be found in the literature is not large, and,
what is still. more unfortunate, with the exception of those

made by Hillebrand and a few others, cannot be considered as
particularly accurate. Many of the analyses we1e made with
special objects in View, such as the identiﬁcation of a given
specimen with a species already known or its ieeognition
as a new va1iety or species. There is also what is perhaps
an unfortunate tendency 011 the part of many mineralogists to
carry out an analysis merely for the purpose of assigning to
the mineral some deﬁnite chemical formula, which often leads
to the overlooking or ignoring of a number of the minor constituents. And in addition to this there are also the actual
analytical difﬁculties to be taken into account, which may be
very conside1able in the ease of such minerals as samaiskite,
fei'gusonite, enxenite and otl1e1 111i11e1als containing notable
proportions of niobi111n,tantal11111 and tita11i111n.Notwithstanding these objections however, it is necessary to rely very
largely on these published analyses, for the simple reason that
the greater number of the 11 'anium minerals are extremely
rare and the obtaining of suitable samples of the various species and varieties is either extremely difﬁcult or altogether
impossible.
*April, 1905.
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In the table Which follows (Tab1e I) are given the results
obtained from the calculation of the ratio of the percentage
of lead to that of uranium contained in the different minerals
as indicated by the analyses.
N0.

Mineral

Locality

Per
cent
U

t0

. Uranin‘ite,
Glastonbury, 001111.,
. Uraninite,

Glastonbury, 0011n.,

. Uraninite,
Glastonbury, 001111. 9
. Uraninite,
Glastonbury, 0011n.,
. Uraninite,
(11ast011bu1‘y, 0011n.,
. Uraninite,
Branchville, 001111.,
. Uraninite,
Branehville, 001111.,
. Uraninite,
Branchville, 00n11.,
. Ul'aninite,
Branchville, 001111.,

0‘041

3‘0

0'043

Hillebrand, this Journal, X], 384, 1890.
Hillebrand, l. c.

2'8

0'040

Hillebrand, l. c.

3'0

0°042

Hillebrand, l. c.

2'9

0040

Hillebrand, l. c.

4‘0

VI-Iillebrand, z. c.

4'0

I-Iillebrand, l. c.

4'0

Hillebrand, l. c.

0'051

Spruce Pine, N. 0.,

4'2

0'055

Hillebrand, l. c.

Spruce Pine, N. 0.,

3'3

0°049

From an analysis by the

3'3

0046

9‘4

0'17

Hillebrand, this Journal, xlii, 390, 1891.
Hillebrand, l. 0.

9'5

0°17

Marietta, S. 0.,
14. Uraninite,
Llano 00., TeX.,
15. Uraninite,
Llano 00., Tex.,
16. Mackintoshite,

21.

2'9

3'9

. Uraninite,

‘20.

Analysis by

U

Spruce Pine, N. 0.,

12. U‘raninite,

19.

FD

From an analysis by the
writer.
I-Iillebrand, l. c.

11. Uraninite,

18.

Ratio

0053

10. Uraninite,

.

Per
cent
Pb

Llano 00., TeX.,
Yttroerasite,
Eurnet 00., Tex.,
Samarskite (?)
Douglas 00., 0010.,
Samarskite (‘3)
Douglas 00., 0010.,
Samarskite (‘3)
Douglas 00., 0010.,
Uraninite,
Annerbd, Norway,

wrlter.

Hidden and Mackintosh,
this Journal, xxxviii,

481,]889.

0'74

Hillebrand, this Journal, xlvi, 98, 1893.
Hidden and Warren, this
Joan, xxii, 515, 1906.
Hillebrand, Proc. 001.
Sc. 800., iii, 38, 1888.
Hillebrand, l. c.

5'1

0'99

Hillebrand, l. c.

66

8'4

Hillebrand,

3'4
0'44
0'67

this

Jour-

nal, x1, 384, 1890.
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Mineral

Locality

Per
cent
Pb

U

Ratio

1313

Analysis by

U

N.)
[O

. Uraninite,
Annerbd, Non,
. Annerbdite,
Anner'éd, Non,
24. Uraninite,
Elvestad, Non,
25. Uraninite,
Elvestad, N0r.,
26. Uraninite,
Skaartorp, N012,
27. Uraninite,

Per
cent

68

7'8

0'12

15

2'2

0'14

66

9‘3

0'14

57

8'0

Blomstrand, J 011 1'..prakt.
Chem., xxix, 191, 1884.
Blomstrand, Dana’s System of Min., 1). 741.
Hillebrand, this Journal, X1, 884, 1890.
Hillebrand, l. c.

65

8‘8

Hillebrand, Z. c.

Huggeni‘mskilen ,N 01'. ,

68

8'8

Hillebrand, l. c.

Huggené‘xskilen, N012,

76

9'0

Lorenzen, Nyt.

Hitteré, N01'.,

8'2

Arendal, Non,
Uraninite,
Arendal, N012,
Uraninite,
Arendal, N012,
Thorite,
Arendal, Non,
Orangite,
Landb6, Non,
Xenotime,
Naresto, Non,
Hielmite,
Falun, Sweden,
Polycrase,
Slattakra, Sweden,
Thorianite,
Sab-aragamuwa
Province, Ceylon,

56

28. Uraninite,
29. Thorite,

30. Uraninite,
31.

.
33.
34.
35.
36.

37.
38.

Magn,

xxviii, 249, 1884.

Lindstrém, G. F01“.

:Fbrhv'v,500,1881.

0'17

Hillebrand, l. c.

0'17

Hillebrand, l. c.
Lindstrbm, Zeit. f.

Iirysn,iﬁ,201,1878.

N0rdenski61d,‘ G. F61:
F6rh., iii, 228, 1876.
Hidden, this Journal,

1'2

XH,440,1891.

Blomstrand, G. F61:
F61‘h., ix, 185, 1887.
Weibul], ibid, ix, 371,

0'62

0'21

0'20

0'10

0°85

0'12

Blomstzrand, Dana’s
Min., p. 745.

2'1

0'21

Sab. Prov., Cey.,

Dunstan and Blake,
Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond.,
lxxvi (A), 253, 1905.
Dunstan and Blake, l. c.

Sal). Prov., Cey.,

Dunstan and Blake, Z. 0.

39. Thorianite,
40. Thorianite,

111
25

A Lo
c»:

0837.,
. Thorianite,
Galle District, Cey.,

Analysis by writer.

11'2

b—‘

Sab. Prom, Cey.,

4'2. Thorianite,

[O

41. 'l‘horianite,

1887.

0‘2]

Biichner, Nature, IXXV,

0'086

Dunstan and Jones,
Proc. Roy. Soc. ,Lond.,.
lxxvii (A), 546, 1906.

7169,1906.
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In the above table the minerals can be divided into seven
general groups according to the localities from whlch they
were obtained, namely ; Group 1 from Connecticut (Nos. 1 to
9); Group II from North and South Carolina (Nos. 11 to 13);
Group III from Texas (Nos. 14 to 17) ; Group IV from Colorado (Nos. 18 to 20); Groan from Norway (Nos. 21 to 35);
Group VI from Sweden (Nos. 86 and 37); Group VII trons
Ceylon (Nos. 38 to 13). These groups can be further subdivided into Group 11 from Glastonbury* and Group I2 from
Branchville, Group V1 from localities in the neighborhood of
Moss (21 to 29) and Group V2 from Arendal, and Group V111
.from the Sabaragamnwa Province and Group V112 from the
district of Galle.
If the ratio of the lead to the uranium in these groups 1s
now considered, it is evident that in Group II the average
value is 0041 and the maximum divergence is less than ﬁve
per cent. In Group I2 the average is 00535, which is in close
agreement with the four separate values given. In Group II
the agreement of the different values is not so good, but is
still very striking when the fact is taken into account that the
two specimens from North Carolina examined by Hillebrand
showed unmistakable evidence of slight secondary alteration
as did also the specimen from South Carolina, which moreover
is from a different locality and is placed with this group only
because there are no others with which to compare it. The
material used by the writer was to all appearances free from
alteration.
~
In Group III an opportunity is afforded for the comparison
of different species from the same locality, for the yttrocrasite
described by Hidden and Warren was found only just across
the Colorado River from the famous Barringer Hill locality
which supplied the other Texas specimens. Here the agreement of the ratios is again very satisfactory, especially in the
case of the yttroerasite, which is one of the minerals the care*I have been informed by Mr. E. B. Hurlburt of Glastonbury, Conn.,

who has made a careful study of the mineral occurrences in his locality7 that

he considers it to be highly improbable that the specimens examined by
Hillebrand and described as from Glastonbury were aetually found in that
place or even in the neighboring quarries of South Glastonbury. Columbite, monazite, a mineral resembling polycrase and autunite are found at
South Glastonbury, but Mr. Hurlbnrt, who has looked into the matter quite
thoroughly, is of the opinion that the specimens of uraninite credited to
Glastonbury must have been found in the feldspar quarries of Portland, a
town on the east bank of the Connecticut River between South Glastonbury
and Middletown. A number of years ago nraninite in some quantity was
found at Portland, and as some of the workmen in the Portland quarries
had their homes in South Glastonbury, its occurrence in the latter locality
may readily have been assumed by the collectors who afterwards obtained
the specimens. It is also equally possible that the specimens in many col—
lections labelled as from Middletown are also really from Portland.
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ful analysis of Which presents so many difﬁcult problems.
The writer had the good fortune to meet Professor Warren at
the time that this analysis was in progress and the latter kindly
consented to take special precautions in the determination of
the lead and uranium.
In Group IV the analyses of three samples of a mineral
closely resembling samarskite give values for the ratio showing a good agreement, although the diﬁerent specimens were,
according to Hillebi'and, quite different in general appearance.
In Group V the agreement is again very good, While in
Group V,,inoluding Nos. 34 and 35, the agreement is excellent, for the diﬁerenee in the ease of tlie Xenotin1e from
Naresto', near Arenclal, is no more than is to be expected
When the relatively small amounts of both uranium and lead
are taken into consideration.
‘In Group VI the ratios given by the two species from different Swedish localities are of little value for the present
purposes of comparison, and are signiﬁcant only as indicating
a ratio of the same general order as that found in Group V,.
It is unfortunate for the purpose of the present calculation
that the analyses of thorianite from Ceylon by Dunstan and
Blake and by Dunstan and J ones have been published in so
incomplete a 1501.111 This interesting mineral containing a
relatively high proportion of both tho1111111 and heliu111,aﬁ:'ords
an exceptional material for the study of 1adio-active changes,
and an accurate knowledge of its geneial composition would
be of 11111011 assistance in settling some of the doubtful questions. The published analyses ale defective however in the
following particulars :—I11 analyses N os I and 11* (Nos 38
and 39 in Table I) the results as «riven indicate that all of the
111a11i11111 is p1esent in the 1501111 of uranous oxide (U02), While
in analysis No. III (Z. 0.) (No. 40 in Table I) a 0'1eate1 11101301tion of uranio oxide (U03) than of 111'a11ous oxide is shown.
Such an extreme va1iation in composition is not only highly
i111piobable,b11t (in the light of a more recent analysis of
thorianite of a similar vai'ietyl'111 which the uranium is O'iven
as UO,+UO,——
- 13'4 pe1'oe11t)is piobably quite 111isleacli11g as
to the actual composition Out of the seven analysesbO'iVen
in the paper by Dunstan and Jones in only one (N o 43 in
Table I) are the separate amounts of 111'anous and uranio
oxides shown, While in the otli'1e1 siX a number lepresenting
the sum of the percentaO'es of the two oxides is inse1',tecl
Which affords 11o 1eliable clue as to the amount of either oxide
01' the amount of 111'anium itself contained111 the mineral.
The following table containing the values given in the paper
by Dunstan and Jones would not appear to be contradictory to
*Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond.,1xxvi (A), 25'3, 1905.

+D1111stan and Jones, l. c.
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the assumption that the lead and uranium are in a constant
ratio to one another in the thorianite from the Galle district.
TABLE II.

SmnmeNo
I
II
111
IV’
X7
VI

tKh+U03
327
10-3
18-9
28-2
282
270
28-0

Imo'
266
2-29
2-29
260
sr99
2-90

In the paper by Dunstan and Jones an analysis ofa speci—

men of thorianite from the Balangoda district, showing U02+

U03 = 134 per cent and PbO = 2'54, suggests a close agreement of the ratio of lead to uranium in this mineral With the
same ratio in the material from the Saharagamuwa Province.
The minerals given in the preoeding table are all primary
minerals, in the general sense in Which this term is used. In
the following table (Table III).’ the ratio of lead to uranium
has been calculated for some secondary minerals from the same
localities.
TABLE III.
No.

Mineral

Locality

1. Uranophane,
Mitche'llCo.,N.C.,
2. Uranophane,
Arendal, N012,
3. Thorogummite,
Llano 00., Tex.,

Per Per
cent cent
U
Pb

Ratio
Pb
ﬁ

55

0'56

0'01

40

1'6

0°04

19

2'0

0°10

Analysis by

Genth, Am. Ch. J., i,
88, 1879.
Nordenskiold, G. For.
Forh., vii, 12], 1884.
Hidden and Mackintosh,
this Journal, xxxviii,

480,1889.

These analyses all agree in giving a lower ratio for the
secondary minerals than for the primary minerals from the
same localities. The most common alteration product of
nraninite known as gnmmite can he left out of present consideration since lead is apparently one of its natural, chemical
constituents.
The actual value of the ratio varies considerably for the
primary minerals from different localities, the maximum value
being about six times the minimum. It is beyond the writer’s
province to discuss the data bearing on the geological ages of
the different deposits, but he is indebted to Professor Joseph
Barrel] of Yale University for the statement that, so far as
the knowledge of the latter extends, the relative values of the
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ratios me not 0011t1aa1et01y t0 the 011101 of the ages att11buted
by geologists t0 the f01111at10ns in which the diﬁer'ent mineials
occu1'.
F10m the data Which have been presented in the 111'eceding
tables it is apparent that the 1"'e(111ilen1ents for a (11s1nteo'1at1011
product of uranium ale fulﬁlled by lead Within the limits of .
probable experimental e1"'.101 On the basis of this evidence
the assumption Would appear to be justiﬁed that lead is the
ﬁnal product of uranium.
IIelz'um.

Few ex11e1i1ne11tal dete11111nat1011s 0f the 1e1ative quantities
0f helium in 111111e1a1s of known composition are to be found
in the literature A ca1ef111 sea10h has b1011ght to light only
the following: Twelve dete1'1ni1'1ati0ns by Hillebrand* 0f the
“nitrogen ” present in an equal number of samples of uraninites of known 00111110sit1011; the dete1'111i11ati0n by Ramsay
and Trave1's1L 0f the per cent of helium in a sam 111e 0f ferg'usonite, the analysis but not the locality of which is given ; the
dete1'111inati011s by Strutti 0f the amounts of helium in a number of minerals Which had been analyzed for uranium only; a
determination by Dunstan and Blake§ 0f the helium in an
analyzed sample of t1101'ianite from the Sabaragamuwa province,
Ceylon; and the determination of helium in another specimen
of the same mineral by Biiehner."
Considering the great exactness of all the analytical work
carried out by Hilleb1'and,a11d the general method Which he
followed in his determinations of “11it1'0ge11,”it is highly
p10bable that by dividing the values Which he gives in his
paper by seVe11(N: He = 28: 4) a vei'y1e1iable 1111mbe1 for
the percentage of helium1s obtained.
' It has been shown conclusively by a number of different
experimenters that the disintegration of radium is accompanied
by the production of helium, and it is further stated by Debierneﬁi that the disintegration of actininm furnishes helium
also. If the assumption is made 011 the basis of analogy that
the entire chancre f1'01n 111a11i111n to lead is accompanied by the
production of he]i11111,t11e11 the quantities of mattei involved
in this change can be 1e111ese11ted by the equation
Uranium (238 5) : lead (206' .9) —|— helium (31'6),

in 0the1 11701ds that f01'eve1'y 207 parts of lead there Will be
f01111ed 32 parts of helium.
F10111 a knowledge of the amount of lead 111ese11t in the min—
e1als it is theief01e110ssib1e to calculate the amount of helium
*This Journal X1, 384, 1890' ibid.,xlii, 390.1891.
+P100.R0y. Soc.L0nd.,1ii,316, 1898. i1bid.,L0nd.,1xxvi (A),88, 1905.

§l.c.l|Nat1ne lxxv, 165 1906.

110. R., cxli, 383,]1905.
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Which would be formed according to this hypothesis, and to
compare this amount With the amount actually present in the
minerals.
Calculations and comparisons of this sort have been made
for a number of minerals and the results are given in the following table (Table IV).
TABLE IV.

N0.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Mineral

Uraninite, Glastonbury, Comm,
Uraninite, Branchville, 001111.,
Uraninite, Elvestad, Non,
Uraninite, North Carolina,
Uraninite, Skaartorp, Non,
Uraninite, Huggenaskilen, Non,
Uraninite, Annerbd, Non,
Uraninite, Elvestad, N012,
Uraninite, Llano 00., Tex.,
Uraninite, Colorado,
Uraninite, Arenda], N01'.,
Thorianite, Ceylon,
Aeschynite, Hitteroe, Non,
.
Samarskite, North Carolina,
Gadolinite (‘9), Ytterby, Sweden,
Cyrtolite, Texas,
Euxenite, Arendal, Nor. 1
Uraninite, Canada,
Thorianite, Ceylon,
Thorianite, Ceylon,

Per cent
Lead

2'9
4'0
9'3
3'9
8'8
8'8
8'4
8'0
9'4
0'6
102
(2'6)
(1'2)
(042)
(0°25)
(0'53)
(0'41)
10'5
2'40
2'25

Per cent

Helium
present

0'34
0'39
0'18
005
0'15
0'15
0'17
0'15
0'08
0'0'2
0'16
0'16
0'02
0'03
0-04
0'02
0'013
0'12
0'19*
0'15

Per cent
Helium

calculated

043
0'60
1'40
0'58
1'32
1'32
1'26
1'21
1'40
0'10
1'53
0'40
0'18
0'06
0-04
0'08
0'06
1'6
0'36
0'34

R

79
65
13
9
11
11
13
12
6
20
10
40
11
50
100
25
20
8
53
44

Nes. 1 to 11 and N0. 18 are from analyses by Hillebrand,
N0s. 12 to 17 from determinations by Strutt (the per cent of

lead being calculated from the ratios in Table I), No. 19 from

the analysis of Dunstan and Blake, and N0. 20 from that of
Biichnel'. In the last column under the heading R is given
the ratio of the amount of helium actually present to the
amount formed according to the hypothesis multiplied by 100,
01' in other words, the percentage of the total helium formed
Which has been retained by the mineral.
It will be noted that the values Obtained in this manner for
R are very reasonable numbers and are not unlike what might
be expected from general considerations. This relation is the
more evident When the density of the minerals is also exam* In the analysis of Dunstan and Blake an error is made in calculating the
per cent of helium in this mineral, Which is given as 0'39 per cent of helium.
It is stated that the mineral contained 10'5CC of helium per gram Which is

equal to 0'19 per cent of helium.
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ined. The densities of only the ﬁist ten minerals are known, and
these densities With the cor1esp0nding values f01 R are given
in the table which follows.
TABLE V.
No.

Sp. gr.

R

No.

Sp. gr.

R

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

9'62
9'35
9'14
9'08
8‘96

79
65
13
9
11

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

8'93
8'89
8’32
8'29
8'07

11
13
12
6
20*

None of the minerals listed in Table IV contains more
helium than is to be expected from the assumption that helium
is produced by the disintegration of uranium only, and in general With greater density of the mineral a greater proportion
of the total helium formed has been retained Within it.
Age 0f11h'nerals.

If the quantity of the ﬁnal product occurring With aknown
amount of its radio-active parent and the rate of disintegration of the parent substance are known, it becomes possible to
calculate the length of time Which would be 1equi1'ed for the
ploduction 0f the f01me1'. Thus, knowing the rate of disinteg1at10n of 111a111um it would be possible to calculate the time
required f01 the p10dnction 0f the p10p01t10ns of lead found
in the different uranium minerals, 01' in other words the ages
of the minerals.
The rate of disintegration of uranium has not as yet been
determined by directexperin1e11t, but the rate of disintegration
of radium, its radio-active successor, has been calculated by
Rutherford't from various data.
Rutherford’s calculations

give 2600 years as the time required for half of a given
quantity of radium to be t1"a11sf01med into ﬁnal p10ducts
The f1action of radium u11de10'0111cr t1"a11sf01n1ati0n per yeai is
accordingly 2 7X10“, and preliminary expeiiments by the
write1 on the rate of p10duct10n 0f 1adinn1 by actiniumj: have
Given a value Which is in good aO'reenient With this number.
The quantity of radium associated With one 01am 0f 111anium
in a 1adio-active mineial has also been dete1111i11ed§ and was

found to be 3'8><10‘7 gram. On the basis of the disintegration theory, When radium and uranium are in radioactive
equilibrium, an equal number of molecules of each disin* It should be explained that No. 10 is really a secondary uraninite and is,

therefore, not directly comparable With the others.
+Phi1. Mag. (6), xii, 867, 1906.
gt This Journal, xxii, 537, 1906.
§ Rutherford and Boltwood, this Jcarnal, xxii, 1, 1906.
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tegrate pe1 second,and,101 0111 present purposes, we can

11e01ect the d111e1ence111 atomic weight and simply assume that
111 any time the weights of 1adiu111 and 111a111u111 which unde1go
t1a11s1'o1'111ation are the sa111e.II1 one g1a111 of 111a11i11111 the
weight of 111a111u111 which would be t1a11s101111ed 111 one yea1
would the1e101e he 2 7 10—4><3810’7——
~ 10‘10 g1a111, and the
fIaCtion 01 1112111111111 t1a11sfo1111ed pe1 yeal would be 10"”.
In the table which follows (Table VI) the ages 01 the 111111e1als included 1111de1 Table I have been loughly calculated111
aceo1dance with the method outlined above. The a0es of the
111111e1als 111 yea1s a1e obtained by multiplying the ave1age
value of the ratio 10”. The general plan of calculating the
ages of the 111111e1als111 this 111a111i'1e1 was 111st suggested to the
write1 by P1of.R11tl1e1101d

Locality

TABLE VI.

Glastonbury (Portland), Conn. ..............
Branchville, 001111.- .__ . -_---___ ____ _ .-. --_Spluce P1ne,N. C..........................
Marietta, S. C. .....1...................._.
Llano and Bumet 00., Texas----------._--_Douglas (30., Colo1ado _____________________
Moss District, Norway .....................
Annerod, Norway .........................
Sabaragamuwa Prov., Ceylon '...............
Galle District, Ceylon .......................

{15351115313315
410
535
510
460
1800 ‘
1900
1300
1700
2200
860

The actual values obtained for these ages are, of course,
dependent on the value taken for the rate of disintegration of
radium. When the latter has been determined with certainty,
the ages as calculated 111 this manne1 will 1eoeive a gr'eate1
signiﬁcance, and may pe1haps he of conside1able value for
dete1m111111g the actual a0es of ee1ta111 geological 101111at1ons
Disintegration Products of Thorium.

The available data 011 the composition of the 1adio—active
111111e1als se1ve to th1ow some light on the 11atu1e of the dis— .
111teg1(111011 p1od11cts of tl101i11111 as well as 1112111111111. The 1elative pr'opmtions 01 1112111111111 and tho1'111111 may show large
variations 111 minerals from the same locality without exercis—
ing a noticeable effect 011 the value of the lead-uranium ratio
for that locality. It can therefore be concluded with certainty
that lead is not a disintegration product of thorium. This
fact is particularly emphasized by the composition of the
tl1o1'1te found with the thoriauite 111 the Sabaragamuwa prov—
ince of Ceylon and 111 all probability of conte111pora11eous
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formation. The constituents of-this 1nineral* are in part as
follows: T1102, 66'26 per cent; 0e02, 7'18 per cent ; Z102, 2'23
per cent; U02, 0'46 per cent. No lead at all is indicated as
present, and the amount to be expected from the uranium is
only 0°08 per cent, which Was probably overlooked in making
the analysis. A similar result was obtained in an examination
by the writer of a specimen of thorite from Norway, which contained only 0'40 per cent of uranium, 52'0 per cent of T1102
and less than 0'10 per cent of lead. No mention is made of
the presence of helium in the former of these thorites and in
the specimen examined by the writer no indications of the
presenee'of helium in measurable quantities were obtained.
Although it has been stated by Ramsay)L that the relatively
large amount of helium contained in the thorianite from the
Sabaragamuwa province is conclusive evidence of the production of helium by thorium, it seems quite probable that the
evidence furnished by this mineral is quite the contrary, since
it appears to contain only half of the amount of helium Which
would be produced by the disintegration of the uranium alone.
Smnmary.

Evidence has been presented to show that in unaltered, primary minerals from the same locality the amount of lead is
proportional to the amount of uranium in the mineral, and in
unaltered primary minerals from different localities the amount
of lead relative to uranium is greatest in minerals from the
locality Which, on the basis of geological data, is the oldest.
This is considered as proof that lead is the ﬁnal disintegration
product of uranium").
It has also been shown that, on the basis of the experimental
data at present available, the amounts of helium found in
radio—aetive minerals are of about the order, and are not in

excess of the quantities, to be expected from the assumption
that helium is produced by the disintegration of uranium and
its products only.
The improbability that either lead or helium are disintegration products of thorium has been pointed out.
December 27, 1906.

*Dunstan and Blake, 1. c.
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